Mazda 2 forum

Some problems will only occur after many years of operation, others are related to technical
solutions and forced the manufacturer to issue a recall. In the following overview, you will find
the most common problems for the Mazda 2, for which Mazda has announced a recall through
the EU Rapex system. For recalls and faults found in the UK scroll down. If the problem is
corrected in time, it may not affect the overall reliability of your Mazda 2. The good news is that
automakers usually provide unlimited time to correct such defects for free. Check to see if all of
the potential problems with your Mazda 2 have been resolved in the past. How to do it, we give
advice on a special page. The high-pressure fuel pipe may be damaged through contact with
other components. This could cause a fuel leak, creating an increased â€¦. The ammonium
nitrate propellant used in the airbag inflator may degrade over time due to heat cycles and
exposure to moisture. The engine control unit of the direct-current converter may be defective.
This could result in a short circuit and damage to â€¦. If you wish to know more about eventual
problems of a specific car e. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Common
problems with the Mazda 2 Some problems will only occur after many years of operation, others
are related to technical solutions and forced the manufacturer to issue a recall. Mazda 2 Mazda
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provide ads, contents or analytics. The main purpose is targeting and advertising. This cookie
is used to serve the user with relevant advertisement based on real time bidding. It allows the
website to show relevant advertisement to visitors. This cookie is used to serve the visitor with
relevant contents and advertisement. It allows us to store the IDs that these partners use to
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dounleclick. This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. This cookie is provided by
Tribalfusion. This cookie register a unique ID which identifies the user browser from visiting the
webistes. This cookie is used for identifying the visitor browser on re-visit to the website. This
cookie is set by the provider Yahoo. This cookie is used for providing and analysing campaings.
The cookie sets a unique anonymous ID for a website visitor. It looks like you're new here. If
you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On
Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What
Edmunds Says Pros. June edited July in Mazda. I read an article this morning about the new
Mazda 2 for Europe. Has anyone heard whether Ford has any plans to bring this car to the
states? I continue to be baffled by their logic? Mazda seems to be the only division that gives
the public what they want in cars. They decided to dress up the old Focus rather than bring the
European car to the U. No wonder the Japanese and Korean car makers are kicking our butts.
June It looks like a neat little car, but I'm not sure how much of a market it would have here. I
think the mazda3 is a pretty small car as it is. Granted, the versa and yaris are even smaller, but
considering those won't be selling in large numbers, I think it best mazda stays out of the
competition for such a small market share. July There's talk of Ford bringing the Fiesta here in
If they do, I'm sure they would change the name. The Fiesta name doesn't exactly carry fond
memories in this country. March Mazda2 wins world car of the year! Too bad we won't see it in
the USA for while yet. I'm still puzzled by MazdaUSA inaction. Gas prices are here to stay, the
car is a sure winner, fitting the lineup better than Tribute and other trucks. What are they waiting
for? My guess is that they are production limited right now. They sold , of these babies in only 8
months USA is probably the last place that Mazda wants to sell Mazda2s built in Japan as the
dollar is weak right now and this is a low priced vehicle. Most likely, if Mazdausa were to sell
these, they would be built either in the US or Mexico. Thus, I think Mazdausa is waiting on Ford
to launch the Fiesta first. I agree. This is the only plausible explanation I can think of too.
Mazda3 is built in Japan too and is still sold for profit I hope. The margins are probably getting a
lot smaller. It will have to be even more stylish and a sensation to drive when it arrives in
November. Nah, they will "Amer-ify" the Fiesta, whereas Mazda would bring us the pure Mazda2
if they were to start selling that model here. Look how much cash Ford has had to put on the
hood of the Focus over the years just to move them, whereas Mazda has never had to push or
incentivize the Mazda3 at all, and it has been their best-selling model for most of the decade. I
think that with Versa, Yaris, and Fit sales waaaaaay up and gas prices causing a supply
shortage of anything making decent mpgs, Mazda will rethink this in the near future and figure
out a way to sell 2's here at a profit. At least, I sure hope so! November It's time to move this
message thread forward: Mazda has confirmed that they are bringing the Mazda2 to the US
market probably late fall as a model. The question right now is what will be the drivetrain option
for the US market. I'm sure they'll use the 1. January If it's a Canada-legal model, then most
likely you can. But there might be a tax penalty if the car is not assembled in North America
including Mexico. If not The total cost was several times more than the price of the car. Based
on recent news the arrival of the Mazda2 in both the US and Canada is planned as early as July.
Look out for specifics regarding the model in the upcoming months. Here's hoping that some
reliable fuel efficiency numbers become available this year also. February I've been following
the Ford Fiesta development and have been interested in the Mazda 2 since I saw one in Spain
in Fast forward to today I was at the Buffalo, NY auto show and lo and behold what was in the
back of Mazda's display, tucked into a corner Mazda 2! I couldn't believe they actually had one
there, I was dumbfounded. No window sticker or anything, and I overheard a salesman say later:
"we know almost nothing about the car, other than it handles pretty well. I did see the Ford
Fiesta in-person finally for comparison but it was on an island and no one was allowed to touch
it boo Ford! The Fiesta dash is a lot "busier", a little more space-age bling. It will be interesting
to compare the price of the two. I noticed the Mazda is almost exactly the same size of a Yaris
5-door in every respect except the Mazda is about 5 inches longer. I hate that center instrument
cluster in the Yaris I can't believe they are still keeping people away from it a year later! April
edited April I'm intrigued, but I'm thinking we'll pull the trigger on a Mazda3 before then.
According to the Mazda Canada site April Some cost-cutting areas of the Mazda2 in comparison
to the Mazda3: - Engine: 1. Hi all! Seeing as it has been a few months since the brand new
Mazda 2 has been launched in Singapore and many have been collecting their new cars
recently, those who have been driving for awhile or brand new owners can check in here! Feel
free to share experiences driving or any upgrades you might be interested in doing or have
already done, i'm pretty sure we'll see many new Mazda 2s zoom-zooming around Singapore
soon! I have seen one.. Purple colour.. But there are more mazda 3 on the road because the
price is not that big. Currently the FC I am getting is about Have gone for first 1k servicing
around 2 wks back. Just exceeded the 2k mileage mark this weekend. My driving pattern is

mainly city driving and some short distances on highway. I turn off I-stop usually. Thinking my
FC will improve with I-stop turned on and further running in. Car is used by me and my dad. The
drive of this car is superb! Having changed from a vios with coil overs and strut bars , this car
feels much more solid and planted on the highways. As one of the other bros mentioned, the
feel is quite continental. The car will handle even better with a grippier set of tires. Mine is the
standard model not deluxe so the factory tyres could be better. I've changed my rims to a set of
lightweight japan rims a week ago but kept the factory tyres on them for now. Cons: high
insurance, falls into cat b marginally, might only be able to run on 98 octane I think! Mazda 2 is
not a good buy because the price difference with a mainstream like Mazda 3 or Altis is too
small. The proof is the virtually non existence of this car on the road. There are not many
compact hatchbacks with good power to weight ratio in the market today besides the mazda 2,
Honda jazz and perhaps ford fiesta? Suzuki swift sport is totally priced out due to hp cap in cat
a. It was selling like hot cakes when it was priced at 60k many years ago. The jazz has arguably
better space and performance and might be a better buy but the new design is not appealing to
some. Pay about 30k to 40k more and you'll get an A-class! Okay but honestly for that price
range and category of cars, I honestly think Mazda2 is one of the best. Perhaps the only gripe
that I have will be that I would have more faith in a Honda engine as compared to a Mazda
engine. It's a pity that the aesthetics of the Jazz really might not be suitable for a lot of people.
Don't you find it strange that for Jap cars, Mazda make aesthetically beautiful cars, Honda
makes cars with great engines whilst Toyota makes reliable cars! How come they can't combine
to make an all rounder? Too be fair the new skyactiv engine is significantly improved over past
Mazda engines and is the reigning Japan car of the year. Jazz is the Sgcarmart car of the year
whilst Fiesta won the engine of the year award with their ecoboost 1litre. Seems like we do have
a good range of small hatchbacks to choose from! Yes I am! Wow FC of I imagine that with more
highway driving and I-stop it could be way better. Anyway I already test drove it and agree with
you about the driving dynamics and the upmarket feel of the car. It definitely gives off a more
expensive feel as compared to it's other competitors as those you listed. I would say it's closest
rival would be the Ford Fiesta in terms of overall packaging although build quality in Mazda 2 is
much better. What rims size, style did you change to? And what is the stock tyres provided by
Mazda? I forgot to check when test driving haha. Oh and with regards to the other replies I
would say the reason you see many more M3 on the road as compared to M2 almost
non-existent is because the M3 has been on the market much longer while M2 was only
launched beginning of this year, give it some more time! As for price, agree that the M2 could be
priced cheaper and it's a bit close to the M3. However, not everyone's needs are the same.
When I look at the M2 and M3 I see space as main differentiator between the two. That roughly
translates to carrying extra people around. This will significantly affect real world FC especially
in start-stop traffic like Singapore. If your daily drive involves ferrying a family around go for the
M3, the space WILL be a real issue when your kids get bigger. However I will only have 1 other
passenger most of the time as such the extra space is only a bonus. When you purchase
something you have to see the overall value and what is right for you. People tend to fall into
the trap of 'why buy X when you can buy Y for not much more? I still spend less eventually and
am happier for it. Cost VS Value is two different concepts. The reason we all see so many M3 on
the road is because it presents great value for families with a fantastic design. Simple as that.
Agree that the car could be cheaper, but this is also due largely to high Coe prices. Mazda 2 is
the japan car of the year and has generally received good reviews from motoring journalists.
LOL try and bargain for a higher discount la! Shouldn't have deviated much I guess. It's like
more or less Diesel engines equivalent liao. Didn't do a feature comparison with the Mazda 2
and A class, I guess it's all about image and badge buying mainly. This kind of pitching sure
make people "gian" one la. But honestly bro, caring about what car your boss drives to me is
not important la cos car is you own and is your own money too. Only you yourself is
answerable to your own pocket and whether or not you can pay for a more expensive car. You
need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community.
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audi allroad service manual
nsion, real driver's car Cons: high insurance, falls into cat b marginally, might only be able to

run on 98 octane I think! Hope this aids you in your consideration :. Supercharged June 8, C n C
have ahh.. Turbocharged June 8, Supersonic June 8, edited. But that one I think, is the Style
model, don't even have bi-xenon Cannot buy more ex car than my boss leh.. As for the
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